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Farmland Construction
ln Full Swing
Following the example of
Chairman Hua and other central leading comrades who did a

stint of work while inspecting
the Miyun Reservoir on the
outskirts of Peking oh November
2?, more than 600 cadres from

the Ministry of Water Conservancy and Power, the First
Ministry of Machine Building
and the Ministry of Agriculture
and Forestry went on November
30; December I and 2 to suburban Peking in separate groups

with their ministers at the head.
They joined the peasants in

farmland capital construction
and gave on-the-spot guidance.

In learning from Tachai in
agriculture, rural people's communes undertake farmland
capital conslruction. . This includes building water conservancy projects, . terracing hiUsides, ameliorating soil and
planting trees, all aimed at expanding the acreage under cultivation and inereasing perhectare yields.

Following the convening of
the Second National Conference
on Learning From Tachai in
Agriculture last spring, Chair-

man Hua, on behalf of the
Party Central Committee, in
August called on the rural peotrrle's communes

to

concentrate

their efforts on farmland capital
construction in the current

winter-spring

period.

On the evening of December
3, the national general office in
charge of farmland capital con-

struction called a

telephone
eonference to spur on efforts in
December 16, 197?
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this respect. Principal leading world €ainst hegemonism. MaY
comrades of many provincial "'tht friendly relations and coParty committees have taken "operation between the Governpersonatr charge

of this

work

and large numbers of cadres
from Party committees at
various levels are on hand at
the work-sites taking part in
physical labour and giving
guidance. The Ministry of Watgr

Conservancy and Power has
selected a rural production
brigade as its base where its
personnel from the minister to
the rank and file go in groups to
do a stint of physical labour
every Friday. AII this has given
a fillip to the mass movement of

:ments and peoples of China and

Zaire develop further."
Hegemonism Denounced
Speaking at a banquet in
honour of the Friendship Dele.
gation of the Japanese Chemical
Industry on December 6, President of the ChinaJapan
Friendship Association Liao
Cheng-chih said: The lasting
friendship between the Chinese
and Japanese people is of prime
'importance. It should be arranged in accordance with the

farmland capital construction
and an upsurge rarely seen in guidelines earnestly
recent years has emerged upon between the

agreed

Gov-

of China and Japan.
Uncalled-for interference by a

throughout the country. By mid- . ernmonts

November, the labour force
engaged in the more than
600,000 projects had come to 80
million strong.

Greeting President ilobutu
Premier Hua Kuo-feng on
December 6 sent a message to

certain superpower cannot

be

tolerated.

Taking advantage of the reshuffle of the Japanese cabinet,

President Liao

Cheng-chih
added, a northern neighbour of

ours recently churned out a
number of articles intensifYing

Mobutu Sese Seko, congratulat- its naked interference in and
ing him on his re-election as intimidation against the JaPPresident of the Republic of anese Government with regard
Zaire.

The message reads in part:
"May the Government and

people of . Zaire, under Your
Excellency's leadership, achieve
continuous new suceesses in the
struggle to. safeguard national
independence, state sovereignty
and territorial integrity and in'
the national eeonomy and building the country,
and may they continue to make
contributions to the united
struggle of Africa and the ihird

developing,

to China-Japan relations,
These clumsy acts of our
northern neighbour, he went
on to say, will surely arouse
strongei resentment among the
Japanese people. We Chinese
and Japanese people firmlY oPpose these hegemonic acts. At
the same time, I am convinced
that the people and farsighted
figures in Japan will allow no
one to make compromises or
concessions in
hegemonic acts.

face of

these
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A Great Debate on the
Educational Front
-

Repudioting the gong

of four's "two estimotes"
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should we estimate the situation on the

educational front in the 1? years from the
founding of New China in 1949 to the beginning
of the Cultural Revolution in 1966 and the situation regarding intellectuals? This is a major issue
cbncerning the political line, over which our
Party waged a prolonged struggle against the
"gang of four."
The Party Central Committee headed by

Chairman Mao and the revolutionary people
in education and
in other fields, Chairman Mao's:revolutionary
line occupied the dominant position throughout
the 17 years prior to the Cultural Revolution
and that the contributions made by intellectuals
in the educational field to the socialist cause and
their political and ideological progress must be
fully acknowledged. But the "gang of four" asserted that in those 1? years Chairman Mao's
proletarian line in education "was in the main
not implemented" and that "the bourgeoisie exercised its dictatorship over the proletariat" and
"the revisionist line held the dominant position"
in education. It also alleged that the majority
of the teachers and of the studiinB trained in
that period were "basically bourgeois in their
world outlook," that they were "bourgeois intellectuals" and belonged to the "stinking ninth
category" of class enemies, coming after the
eight other categories: landlords, rich peasants,
counter-revolutionaries, bad elements, Rightists,
renegades, enemy agents and capitalist-roaders'
This is the gang's nOtorious "two estimates."
Concocted by the gang in 19?1, the "two estimates" seriously distorted Chairman Mao's
thinking on educational revolution, enormously
dampened the revslutionary enthusiasm of bqth
have alwayi maintained that,

This article is adapted from the one written
by the mass criticism group of the Ministry of
Education which was published in Hongqi, No. 12,
1977.
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the cadres and teachers, shackled their minds,
and wrought havoc to our educational cause and
the level of education as a whole. As a result,
the modernization of agriculture, indtr.stry, national defence and science and technology was
retarded. The gang's crimes aroused great indignation among the people of the whole

country.

:

In accordance with Chairman Mao's instructions, Premier Chou En-lai in 1972 set about
tackling this question. The "gang of four,"
however, raised .a hue and cry. Spearheading
its attack at Premier Chou, the gang described
it as an attempf at "restoration" and "retrogression." In 19?5 Vice-Chairman Teng Hsiaoping, acting on Chairman Mao's directives, proposed to make suitable changes in educational
work. The gang againstepped forth and charged
him with "changing the orientation of the
educational revolution."
For a fairly long period of time, the "gang
of four" attacked everyone who did not agree
to the "two estimates" and accused them of

"opposing" the Cultural Revolution and Mao
Tsetung Thought.
The gang's criminal aim was to use the "two
estimates" as an important anti-Party weapon to
overthrow a large number of leading comrades
both in the central and local authorities and
usurp the supreme leadership of the Party and
state.

llVhence the "Two Estimotes"

The "two estimates" were concocted with
premeditated
motive. In February 1966
a
hand in glove with Lin
working
Ching,
Chiang
Piao, slandered that on the literary and art
front "an anti-Party and anti-socialist line has
held sway" since the'founding of New China'
In April 196? she alteged that what was taught
Peki,ng Retsieut, No. 5I

ang- pr.actlsed in tlte schools ahd
colleges in the said'I? 5qears "was

practically 4ll their stuff [meaning
the bourgeofuie's and the landlords'-?r.], plus the rubbish of
Soviet revisionism," and that the
schmls and colleges in that period
"trained more intellectuals than

before who were completel;i divorced from the workers,.peasants
and soldiers, from proletarian
politics and from production." It
was from these allegations that the
1'two estimates" stemsred.

.In a talk on education in
in March 1971, Chang

Shanghai

Chun-chiao, a member of the'ogang
of four," sai{ t.ha1 "the bourgeois

intelleetuals have exercised dicta-

A professor ol the Llaoning Agriculturrl College (seconit
lrorn right) criticizing the "two estimates" concocteil by
,
the "gatrg of four,"

torship ovef us" and that "a
Iarge number of teachers must be replaced."
"I'm fed up with these people," tie added, "but
you can't have them all shot!"
The "gang of four" dished out the "two
estimates" in 19?1 through Chih Chun, its hatchetrnan in the educational field. At, that time
the struggle against the Lin Piao anti-Party
clique was in full swing, and Chen Po-ta was
exposed as a counter-revolutionary. AII this
struck terror into the hedrts of members of the
gang for they and the Lin Piao anti-Party clique
were actually jackals of the same lair. So they
trotted out the "two estimates" to counter the
Party Central pommittee's criticism of Chen Po.
ta and efforts to implement the Party's policies
on the educatibnal front. They vilified that the
schools and collegee under the leadership of the
Party were "dominated by renegades, enemy
agents and capitalist-roa{ers" and were places
where "ttre bourgeois elite was traihed."
Choinnqn Moo's Assessment
When the "gang of four" was painting a
gloomy pichrre of those 1? years,.Chairman Mao
pointedly refuted their absurdities in the summer of 19?1. The main points of Chairrrlan Mao's
instructions rryere:
:
Under the dictatorship of the proletariat,
only a small section of people, not the overwhelming majority, have followed the erroneous
line.

December 76,
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Ttre majority of the intellectuals support the
socialist system. Only a small number of them

have followed the feudal, capitalist and revisionist line.
Teachers should be respected as teachers.
Don't criticize them whenever they say something wrong. Is it'possible to be correct all the
time? It doesn't matter if they say something
incomect, something wrong. Let people discuss
it together. How is it possible to speak correctly about everything all at once? Impossible!
firis was Chairman Mao's basic assessment
of the situation on the educational front and the
situation regarding the intellectuals.
Obviously, it was diametrically opposed to
the "estimates" made by the "gang of fourl?
which, out of ulterior motives, kept Chairman
Mao's instrrrctions from the'people and did
everything they could against these instructions
till their downfall.
The Revolutionory Line ls Predominont

OnJuly 6, 1971, Premier Chou pointed out:
"Chairman Mao's red line has illuminated .the
educational front too"; "the great majority of
the intellectuals accept leadership by the Communist Party and work in the interest of sosialisrn." These instructions of Premier Chou's
were likewise opposed by the "gang of four.r
In spite of interference and sabotage by the
counter-revolutionary revisionist line of tiu

Shao-chi, Lin Piao and the ',gan€ of four,"
Chairman Mao's revolutionary line held the
dominaqt positio? in all fields of work, education
included, throughout the 28, years after the
founding of New China.
During the period from the founding of the
People's Republic to 195?, we transformed all
the old schools and colleges and encouraged the
teachers and students to take part'in various
political movements and r-emould their ideology.
On this basis education developed rapidly. Atl
these achievements were fully affirmed by
Chairman Mao. He said in lg5? that only a
few years after the establishment ef our state,
people could already see "the Enprecedented
flowering of the economy, culture, education and
.science." (Speech at the Chinese Communist
Partg's Nationql Conference on Propagand.a
Work.)
In 1958, Chairman Mao formulated the
policy that "education must'serve proletarian
politics and be combined with pr0ductivd
Iabour" and that it "must enable everyone who
receives an education to develop morally, intellectually and physically agd become a worker
with both socialist consciousness and culture."
This pointed out more clearly than ever the
orientation of our revolution in education.
To sum up the experience in the educational
revolution, the 60-point document on work in the
institutions of higher learning and the rules
and regulations concerning work in the
middle and primary schools were drawn,up
in 1961. In his report on the work of the
government delivered at the Third National
People's Congress in 1964, Premier Chou
pointed out: "In recent years, we have improved the work of teaching and raised the
quality of education in accordance with the
policy that education must serve the
politics of the proletariat and must be combined with productive labour."
Just before'the start of the Cultural
Revolution in 1966, the number of institutions of higher learning in China was well
over 400 as against some 200 in the early
post-liberation days, and total enrolment in i
schools at various levels was more than 130
million. As to the class origin of the
students, those from'worker or peasant
families accounted for 64.6 per cent in
6

colleges and universities and those from exploiting-class families only 9.4 per cent. In the
middle sehools, students from worker or peasant
families made up 77.9 per cent and those from
exploiting-class families only 5.2 per cent. The
educational level was steadily raised and a large
number of graduates, who were both socialistminded and professionally competent, had been
trained for the state. All these achievements
resulted from the implementation ot' Chairman

in education
lnterference by the Reuisionist Line

Mao's line

Everything has two opposite aspects, so does
the educational work in th'e l7 years before the
Cultural Revolution. While Chairman Mao's
line occui2ied the dominant position, ttrere were
interference and sabotage by Liu Shao+hi's revisionist line. In 1950, Chairman Mao criticized
Liu Shao-chi for his erroneous proposition that
the old educational system be "kept basically as
it is." In 1956, Chairman Mao again critieized
Liu Shao-chi for his error in mechanically copying the Soviet experiences.
As a small number of people followed Liu
Shao-chi's line,'there existed in some schools the
tendency to divorce education from reality, from
labour and from politics. In addition to this,
the period of schooling irras too long, the courses
of study were too heavy and the teaching method
was not suitable, while in examinations the students were treated like enemies, often taken by
Develop soelallst culture and educotloa.
A postet ba Cheh Kung

sufprise by the teachers who deliberately tested
them by asking queer questions.
In view of thi,s, Chairman Mao in a taik
during tlre Spring Festival of 1964 pointed out:
"Ihe lnlicy and line in education are.correct,
but our fiethods are improper. I believe that

thcre should be some reforms in education.
Education as it is now leaves much to be
desired." Latet, in the eourse of the Cultural
Revolution, Chairman Mao issued the call that
education should b'e revolutionized. Responding to this call, more than 100 million revolutionary teachers and students took part in the
revolution and thoroughly criticized the revisionist line in education.
Should one draw the conclusion that 'rChairman Mao's line in education was in the main not
implemented" simply because he had said that
"there should be some reforms in education" and
"education should be revolutionized" ? Absolutely not! According to the "gang of four," if
anyone so much as acknowledged that Chairman
Mao's line always held the dominant position, he
was denying the necessity of continuing the
revolutio4 and he was opposing the Cultural
Revolution. Since Chairman Mao had criticized
the work in education before the Cultural Revolution, they argued, it was a.proof that Chairman Mao's line Was not implemented. This is
typical metaphysical view which runs eounter to
Chairman Mao's appraisal that "the policy and
line in education are correct."
The mistakes in educational work in the
first 17 years following the founding of New
China, which were the ilirect results of 'the interference by Liu Shao-chi's revisionist line,'
constituted only the secondary, and not the principal, aspect. This is clear enough if we take
into consideration th6 achievements in education
in that period. It becomes all the more evident
if we look at some facts showing in whose
hands the leadership in education was.
Leading cadres at aII levels in the field of
education consisted mainly of two groups of people. One was those good cadres who had been
tested a long time in the revolutionary wars and
class struggles and who were transferred by
the Party from other fields of work after libeiation to strengthen the leadership in education.
This was done with the concern of Chairman
Mao and Premier Chou. The other was the
large number of cadres who were workers, peasDecember 16, 1977

ants and revolutionary intellectuals trained by
the Party after liberation. Political movements
since liberation, the Cultural Revolution in particular, had proved that the overwhelming
majorify of these two groups of people were
good or fairly good cadres loyal to Chairman
Mao's revolutionary line. Bad elements who had
sneaked into the cadres' ranks were few in
number. Some comrades had followed the erroneous line, but molt of them enhanced their
political consciousness and corrected their mistakes after being tempered and educated in the
Cultural Revoiution. Small wonder that cadres
in the educational field took a firm stand against
the "gang of four" in the llth two-line struggle
whictr was the most acute and complicated in the

history of our Party.
tntettectuots Are Port of the
Revolulionory Force
Chairman Mao regarded the workers, poor

and lower-middle pedsants and revolutionary
intellectuals all as forces that the dictatorship of

the proletariat should rely on. He personally
formulated the poiicy of uniting, educating and
. remoulding the intellectuals. The ':gang of four,"
however, vilified the teachers and the students
trained by our schools and colleges as "bourgeois
intellectuals" and as enemiss of socialism belonging to the "stinking ninth category." The gang
thus completely reversed the relationship between ourselves and the enemy, turning the motive force of revolution. into its target of attack.,
To provide a "basis",for their fallacies, they
deliberately distorted the following statement
made by Chairman Mao in 1957:
"Moit of- our present intellectuals come
from the old society and from families of nonworting people. Even those who come from
workers' or peasants' families are still bourgeois
intellectuals, because the education they received
before liberation was a bourgeois education and
their world outlook is fundamentally bourgeois."
(Speech at the Chinese Communist Partg's Natiurwl Conference on Propagonda Work.)
This was an analysis made by Chairman
Mao with regard to the five million or so intellectuals in our country at that time. It was
precisely in view of this situation that Chairman
Mao stressed the need for the intellectuals to
remould their world outlook and pointed out

that the working class must build its own army
of intellectualg "including all those intellectuals
from the otd society wlo truly take a firm
working-ciass stand after being remoulded."
(Haue Firm Faith in the Majoritg of the People-)

However, the "gang of four" applied the
above-mentioned analysis of Chairman Mao's to

the situation in 1971 in total disregard of its
essence and the specific time, place and conditions in which it was made. Here the gang was

merely substituting metaphysics for dialectics.
. The number of intellectuals in our country
in 1971 had increased to over 20 million and
most of ghem had grown up in socialist New
China. As to their class origin, most were from
workers' or peasants' families, and the propor-

tion of Party rndmbers and Youth League members among them had increased considerably as
ccimpared witt tgtrZ, In addition to this, the
education they received in the schools and colleges was mainly Marxist. Having been tempered
in the various political movements, the Cultural
Revolution in particular, both the intellectuals
from the old society and those trained in New
China had greatly raised their political consciousness.and made progress in varyingi degrees
in remoulding their world outlook. By that time,
as expected by Chairman Mao, a new contingent
of working-c;Iass intellectuals had been formed,
though still in its initial stage.
In the light of all.this, Chairriran Mao made
a new appraisal of the situation regarding the
intellectuals in his instructions in 1971. But the
"gang of four" withheld them from the masses,
and insisted on using the assessment Chairman
Mao made 14 years earlier to appraise the.more
than 20 million intellectuals in the early 70s.
This shows that the gang deliberately distorted
and tampered with Mao Tsetung Thought.
In his political report to the l1th National
Congress of the Chinese Communist Party,
Chairman Hua pointed out: The great majority
of China's presenf-day intellectuals "have made
progress in varying degrees in transforming
their bourgeois world outlook into the proletarian, world outlook, the process of gradually acqu!{ng 1nd consolidating the latter.l' This
accurate and incisive analysis by Chairman Hua
is, in essence, the.same as that made by Chairman. Mao in 1971, and is a forceful refutation of
the "gang of four's" "two estimates."
8

The "g+$S of fourl' also maliciously described the difference between physical and
mental labour ai . class antagonism in an attempt to sbw disiord between the worker$ and
peasants on the one hand and the intellectuals
on the other and undermine their alliance.
The Remoulding of World Outlook
Nor was this all. The gang also used
world outlook rernoulding as a'pr€text to persecute intellectuals. Members of the gang described the remoulding 'of world outlook as
something mysteriorx. They did so to serve
their own purposes. When Chairsran Mao
spoke of the remoulding of world outlook, his
alm was to help the intellectuals revolutionize
their ideology so that they could play a more
active role in the socialist revolution and construction.
As to what is meant by thorough remoulding of ivorld outlook, Chairman Mao said explicitly: . "To.be red, they must make up theit
minds thoroughly'to transform their bourgeois
world outlook.. They doh't have to read a lot
of books, what they must do is to get a true
understanding of the following questibns. Wlat
is the proletariat? What is the dictatorship of
the proletariat? Why is it that the proletariat
alone has great promise whilti the other classes
are all classes in transltion? TYhy must our
country take the socialist road and not tho
capitalist road? Why is the leadership of the
Communist Party indispensable?" (Haoe Firrn
Fatth in the Majori,ttl of tlu People.)
Chairrnan Mao's teaching tells us that to
transform one's bourgeois world outlook and to
be a proletarian intellectual is not an unattainable goal. The fundamental question concerning'world outlook is one of whom should
we serve. Since the intellectuals love' the
Party and the motherland, support socialism
and are willing to serve the workers, peasants
and soldiers, they are, as Chairman Hua has
stated, already in the process of gradually acquiring and cogsolidating the proletarian world
outlook. Our .task -is io encourage them to
continue their advance along this correct road
and turn thernselves intd proletarian intellectuals.

China has entered a new historical period
of development since the smashing of the "gang
of four," Our current critieism of the "two
estimates" concocted by the "gang of four" is

Peking Reuieto, No. 5I

*.pf tremendous significance to'holding high the
dgreat banner of Chairman Mao, comprehensiver-dy and accurately understanding and applying
n'the s5rstem of Mao Tsetung Thotight, persisting
,1in the continued revolution under the dictator*ship of the proletari'at and carrying the revoludti@ in education through to the end. Only
.1rhen the gang's fallacies have been thoroughiy
e:rpcea and criticized and a distinction has

been made tretween right and wrong as regards
the line, and only when we have summed up
both the 'positive and negative experieirce of
the past 28 years can we make rapid progress
in the educational revolution, enable educational work to keep pace with the fast developing socialist revolution and construction and
meet the requirements for building a modern

country.

The TweRoad $trugglc in the Economic

,Field lluring the Transition Period
by Hsueh Mu-chiao
Itlllttlll!tllM!!IIIlllllIllItIIrllIIIIrttIItIrtItIIIIIItilllItil!llIilttlllIllilttiltliltrIilt
Th/"s is the thiril instolment of an article
W the noted, econonist Hsueh Mu-chiao. The
fbst troo itutalm.etts oppeored in, issrees Nos.

49 and,

50.

-Ed.

rI'tHE three years from the founding of the
I People's Republie in 1g4g through 1952 was
the period of recovery of China's national economy. During this period industrial and agricultural production registered an increase of 14b
and 48.5 per cent respectively. By the end of
1952, production in both industry and agriculture had surpassed the highest level on fecord.

Plonned Monogement of Notionol Economy
Beginning in 1953, the nation embarked on
its First Five-Year Plan for the Development of
the National Economy. In other words, we
started the planned management of the national
.economy at a time when five different economic
rerpectors existed sidi: by side. How was this pos,grsible when there was capitalist economy in ad-.
,igfliaion to a large amount of individual economy?
tflhe answer was because the state-owned
..:.. economy held the predominant position, and by
placing orders with capitalist industrial enter. prises for processing and manufacturing goods
or for purchasing their products, .we had the
main part of private industries comprising the
major branches and factories under our control.
December 16, lgZZ

As the socialist sector accounted for a considerable proportion in wholesale trade but not
in retail trade, the state which had most of the
commodities at its disposal wholesaled merchandises

at fixed prices to private retailers for

resale also at fixed prices. The differences be-

tween wholesale prices and retail prices went
to the private merehants as their earnings. In
some cases, these merchants merely sold goods

for the state on commission. In thib way, the
state also had the retailers under control.
At that time, the co-operative movement in
agriculture and tiandicrafts had just started. It
was mainly through the supply and marketing
co-operatives, which handled the major farm
products and part of the handicraft articles,
that we succeeded in placing agriculture and
handicrafts under planned management. With
the priqe policy as the lever, these co-operatives
placed agricultural and handicraft production
under its guidance. For instance, when cotton
was in shoit supply, they raised the cotton price
to boost cotton production, and when there was
a surplus in the supply of certain goods, the
prices were reduced to bring down production.
Most of the' products were purchased by the
state which fixed the prices. In this way, both
agricultural and handicraft produ'ction was
adjusted through the operation of the law of
value.

At that,time private industry and commerce
remained a capitalist economy in form. But, as
Chairman Mao put it, "it is not an ordinary but
a particular kind of capitalist economy, namely,
a stafe-capitalist economy of a new type. It
exists not chiefly to rnake profits for the capitalists but to meet the needs of the people and the
state." (On State Capitalism, 1953.) Here,
placing orders with private firms for processing
and manufacturing goods or for purchasing
their products and private merchants acting as
sales agents of the state were state-capitalism
of a lower form, while joint state-private enterprises were state capitalism of an advanced
form. Why was it that the main purpose of
state-eapitalist industrial entbrprises was not to
make profits but to meet the needs of the people
and the state?
Subjectively, a capitalist always goes after
profit. How can we expect him to do anything
without profit? Objectively, howeVer, he had to
carry out production strictly in accordance with
the contracts he had signed with the state, with

elear stipulations regarding what to. produce,
the amount to be produced and the time of delivery. This not only enabled the capitalists to
make some profit but was of great benefit to
the state and the people. By placing orders with
the private enterprlses for processing and manufacturing goods or for purchasing their products, all private factories had ties only with
the state'and no direct links with the mbrket,
thereby severing all connections between the
capitalists and the markeJ. So at that time, both
the law of surplus value* and the law of the
planned and proportionate growth of the national economy became applicable to state-capitalist industry.
Beginning in 1953 the supply of food grain
and cotton (raw material for the textile industry) fell short of demand as a result of the rapid
development of the national economy. What
with the development of urban industry, the
tremendous increase in the number of workers
and.staff members in the cities and a higher
* Going after suryllus value is the sole aim of
the capitalists in carrying out production' They
invariably try to get as much surplus value as pos-:
sible by increasing the exploitation of workers in
their employment. This is an objective inevitability and is known as the law of surplus value
which is the basic economic law in capitalist

society.
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purchasing power, the .supply

of grain, cotton

piece goods and many other commodities lagged

behind demand. Although the state was in @ntrol of most of the peasants' marketable gsain
and cotton through the supply and marketing
co+peratives, a portion of,tbem still found:ritp
way to the rural fairs where speculative merchants could freely buy them at high prices.,

' With a.view to placing these farm products
within the orbit *f planned economy, we introduced the system of planned purchase and
marketing of grain and cotton by the state. The
peasants were required to sell to the state all
their surplus grain after delivering public grain
(agricultural tax in kind) and"deducting that
portion which they kept for their own consump
tion and for seeds and fodder. The same applied to cotton. Aside from what the peasants
kept for their own use, they should sell all the
surplus cotton to the state. The planned
purchase and marketing witnessed another
fierce struggle between the two classes and the
two roads. Its enforeement was another morre to
sever the links between the bourgeoisie and thb
peasants, and as a result, the former was further isolated.
The Erroneous Line of Liu Shoo-chi
And Po l-po
Class struggle in society is bound to be reflected in our Party. Liu Shao-chi put forward
a counter-revolutionary revisionist line. In 1949
he started clamouring.about "eonsolidating the
new-democratie social order" and "letting the
capitalist econorny go on developing for another
few decades." He eulogized the bourgeoisie,for
"its merits in exploitation" and advocated the

"four freedoms" in the countryside, that

is,

freedom to hire labour, engage in private enterprisas, practise usury and buy or sell land. His
aim was to develop the rich peasant economy.

In short, he was opposed to the socialist transformation of individual rfarming, individual
handicrafts and capitalist industry and commerce. Chairman Mao sternly criticized this
reactionary bourgeois line pursued by Liu Shao'
chi.

In 1953, the Party Central Committee made
public the general line for the period of transition, which was to bring about step by step socialist industrialization of the country and the
Peking Reuiew, No. 5I

sociatst transformation of agriculture, handi.and capitalist industry and commerce.
Why was it proclaimed in 1953? Because after
,the land reforrn was completed in the previous
':.year, after the peasants had come
over to the
:side of the proletariat and the worker-peasant
-atlianee had been established everywhere in the
country, we could go a step further in transforming capitalist industry and commerce and
the individual economy. But Liu Shao-ehi (then
Vice-Chairman of the Central Peofle's Govern. ment) and Po I-po (then Vice-Chairman of the
Financial and Economic Committee under the
State Administration Council) made unprincipled concessions'to the bourgeoisie. Their mistakes found expression mainly in taxation and
i,cnafts

oommerce.

They came out with a new tax system entailing "equality between public and private

enterprises." Under the original state taxation
law, a 3 per cent business tax was levied on
sales in wholesale trade and all private firms
had to pay this tax when wholesale transactions were involved. But in the case of transfer

of

goods between wholesale eentres in state.
owned commerce, it was not considered sales
and therefore these centres did not \ave to pay
any tax. When the tax system was revised in
1953, Po I-po proposed to collect the business
tax in wholesale trade from the factory. Ttris
raised the ex-factory price. Both the state-owned
and private wholesalers indirectly paid the
business tax when they bought goods from the
factory, while the private wholesale merchants

no longer needed to pay any business tax .for
their sales.

At first glance, this new tax

was fair enough because both

system

state-owned

commercial undertakings and the private merchants paid the same.amount of tax. In actual
fact, stite<wned commerce suffered because a

new tax was levied on it. Moreover, a private
merchant was free to decide what goods he
- wanted to sell and where to sell them; in other
, words, he eould choose to deal in goods from
-.which he could make profits. Stateowned commerce, however, had to should,er the task of
ensuring supply and stabilizing prices, and:was
obliged to deal in all kinds of goods. So the new
tax system increaSed the burden of state-owned
commerce which was thus handicapped in its
competition with the private merchants. What
,
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was more, it was to the disadvantage of stateowned corrlmerce in controlling the market.

Liu Shao-chi and Po I-po also committed
serious mistakes with regard to commercial
policy. In order to control the market, we must
bring private industry, commerce and agriculture as well as their products under our control.
\[Ie must fo1low this policy, and this meant that
state-owned commerce must have big and wellstocked warehouses. When the First Five-Year
Plan began in 1953, we drew up a plan that was
over-ambitious due to lack of experience. Po Ipo prepared a very big budget which could riot
be carried out, resulting in huge deficits. What
was to be done? Hb told the state+wned commercial departments to "disgorge," that is, to
reduce the amount of goods in stock and put
them on sale. These departmi:nts were thus
fored to put an enormous amount of goods in
the hands of private merchants. As a result, the
control of the market once again fell partially
into the hands of the bourgeoisie.

ft was in this situation that

a national con-

on financial and economic work was
convened in the summer of 1953 under the perference

sonal guidance of Premier Chou En-lai at which
these mistakes were. criticized. Chairman Mao
addressed the conference and criticized these

"bourgcois ideas, which are favourable to
capitalism and harmful to socialism." (Cornbat
Boutgeois ld,eas in the Partg, 1953.)

The erroneous line pursued by Liu Shao-chi
and Po l-po again brought tension to the market

in 1953. The struggle between the proletariat
and private industry and commerce had its
twists and turns. In 1949, speculative capitalists
attacked the proletariat, and 1950 saw the prole-,
tariat launching a counter-offensive to defeat
the caiitalists. In 1951, the capitalists launched
another attack agairxt the proletariat. By unfolding the struggle against the "three evils"
and the "five evils" in 1952, the proletariat
counterattacked the capitalists who were on
their last legs, and it was the People's Govern-

ment which revived. them once again. The
capitalists spoke of those years as "that unforgettable 1951 and unbearable 1952." To them,
1953 was "another unforgettable year, their
"golden age." But from 1954 they began to go
downhill.

(To be continued.)
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Criticism and SelfCriticism in Newspapers
N'EWSPAPERS have recently published many
r I letters in the special column "Letters From
Readers." Some criticized shortcomings and
mistakes in various fields of work and undesirable social phenomena, others made suggestions
for improvement er commended good deeds.

This way of running newspaper"s has been a
fine tradition of our Party, which is greatly
welcomed by the'readers.
On October 30, Renmin Riboo carried'sev-

eral letters about an episode in its column
"Letters From Readers," of which two were
from a reader, one complaining about the
quality of a transistor radio he had bought and
criticizing its producer for its overbearing attitude, and the other written six weeks later
praising the produder for accepting his critieism, which he described, as the Party's fine
style of work being restored.

]ffhat happened was this. In March'this
year, Yarig Chih-hsin, a resident of Shanghai,
bought a transistor radio; but its quality was
so poor that before long he had to take it to
the seller, the Shanghai Electric Appliances
Store, for repair. When the store failed to fix
it, he sent the radio to the producer, the Peking
Radio Factory, in early August.
On August 29, Yang got a reply from the

factory. Instead of tetting him whether the
radio could be repaired or not, the letter said:
"A radio. is put together with components and
parts produced by dozens of factories. We only
turn out radios; as for repairs.there are repair
shops. In all likelihood, you would Have to wait
for some time. ." The letter requested yang
to send in some money for repairs and postage

fees,
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That same day, Yang sent his first letter to;
the editorial department of. Renmin Ribao r{"
counting what had happened and expressing
strong dissatisfaction with the factory's reBlx*
In this letter, he wrote: "It grieves me tof${
you all this.. I sincerely hope that the depart-:
ments concerned will pay due attention to the
quality of radios and take proper measures to
improve their products.'?

After receiving this letter, Renmin Ribco
it to the radio factorynd sent correspondents to look into the matter. After investigations, they reported: "The products of
this factory used to rank among the nation's
best. But quality has declined lately because
forwarded

the leadership there has become self-oomplacent
and slapdash in management."

At first the factory turned down Yang's
criticism.. Later with the help of leading organs,

the factory's Party committee called several
meetings to examine its work and trace the
cause of the decline in quality,to its members'
way of thinking and style of work. It also
examined its erroneous attitude towards Yang
Chih-hsin ,and Renmi.n Ribao. Then it decided
to put the matter before the workers and staff
and calied on them to voice criticism-s of the
Party committee, while at the same time it took

effective measures to improve technical management and quality. The radio returned by Yang
as well as his letter were put on display in the
factory to draw the attention of all the workers
and staff.
On October 11, Yang wrote his second letter
to Renmin Ribao, in which he said: "I'm writ,ling this letter to express my thanks to you.
This morning, a leading comrade of the Peking
Radio Factory who had made a special trip to
Shanghai visited me at my home: After listening to my complaints, he made a self-criticism,
and gave rne a new radio for the one I hadi
bought. f'm .very glad to see that the Partyis,
fine style of work is now biack with us."
i

, Renmin Eibao published the turo letters
from Yang Chih-hsin together with the letter
of the Peking Radio Factory rejecting Yang's
criticism as well as the investigation report and
a brief comment.
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\isiting o P.L.A. Division (lll)

Tradition of Demo crocy
cr

by Our Correspondents Chou Non-hsing ond Lo Fu

in the barracks of the
ONCE
v

People's Liberation Army, people find it hard to distinguish
who are officers and who are soldiers
- everybody wears an army uniform with red badges
on
the collar and a cap with a red five-pointed star
insignia. This was the case in the division we
visited. We saw that cadres at the company and
lower levels occupied the same ).iving quarters

political commissar, said that unity between officers and men has always been one of the
characteristics of the people's army founded by
Chairman Mao. He described many incidents
exemplifying the long tradition among cadres

as the rank-and-file soldiers and ate in the
common mess-hall; they took part in study,
military training and recreational activities like
everyone else. Leading cadres at higher levels
or cadres from leading-organs often go to work
in the companies to help out. Some high-ranking officers also go to the companies, acting as

march. He had boils aII over his body, and
under the difficult war conditions, there were
not enough medical workers. In the daytime
when they were marching, the commander lent
him his horse to ride, and in the evening,
personelly cleaned, medicated and dressed the
sores. Gradually as Comrade Chang recovered,
he absorbed the tradition of showing concern
for the ordinary' soldiers.

cadres at the grass roots or as ordinary soldiers
so as to better understand the situation there.

Every night we saw company cadres going
on rounds, according to a system formulated
during the war years, to see if the soldiers were
well covered and sleeping well or if the guards
on sentry-duty were cold. On a rainy day, they
would make a point,of seeing that the soldier on
duty wore a rain coat.
Unity Between Officers ond'Men
Through our contacts with cadres at division
and regimental levels, we came to know that
they, like ordinary fighters, came from among
the labouring people. They had learnt fighting
and commanding in wartime. Though they differed in rank, their relations with the fighters
were based on revolutionary comradeship'and
not on status.
Comrade Chang Chiang, secretary

of

the

division Party committee and the division,s
December 16,
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of caring for the soldiers. Thirty

years

ago, when he was serving as orderly to one of
the veteran commanders, he fell ill while on the

Later in 1949, he became a company political instructor of the division. Once during a
battle while pr.lrsuing Kuomintang troops in
southwest China's Szechuan Province, one of
the soldiers fell ill and fainted. Recalling the
conern shown him by the commander years
before, Comrade Chang told the deputy political
insEuctor'to take care of the soldier while he
himsell led the eompany in continuing the fight.
Carrying the patient on his back, the deputy
political instructor trudged 10 kilometres along
a winding mountain path to get to the army
field hospital. On cpming to, the soldier, movdd
to tears, said: "I'11 fight to the end for the
revolution!" In ensuing battles, the soldier
displayed outstanding courage and died a
martyr in the war to resist U.S. aggression aRd
aid Korea.
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members of the division are really
putting into practice Chairman Mao,s
teaching that "our cadres must show.
concern for evety soldier, and,4dl;;
people in the revolutionary ranks m{9&,
care for each other, must love and help i,
each other." (Seroe the People, 1944.) ,r
,

Caring for each other conforms to
making strict demands on each other.
We often heard people say that cadres
must first be pace-setters, meaning
that everything the cadre ask the

Officers ard men

ln a tug of war.

In peacetime, the People's Liberation.Army
keeps up the tradition of unity between offieers
and men. At the division, we heard many
stories reflecting their solidarity, respect for
each other and mutual help.

On the march, cadfes often

shouldered

guns and field packs for weak fighters. If a
soldier's family met with difficulties, the cadres
would talk things over with him, try to put his
mind at ease and at the same time take necessary measures to help him overcome difficulties.
Some cadres even sent some of their own savings to a soldier's family when they heard that

it

had met with gconomic difficulties. Once a

company political instructor bought a special
medicine produced in Kwangtung for his wife,
who had fallen ill. But hearing that the mother
of one of the soldiers had the same disease, he
sent the medicine to the soldier's mother
instead, because this kind of medicine was not
edsy to obtain at that time. Then he did his
best to procure another dose for his wife.

In return, fighters

also cheri:sh and respect
cadres, Not long ago, when a commander tyas

away leading his battalion on a training expedition, his wife fell ilI. Comrades at
home took turns looking after her as they
would a member of their own family. Here,
14

soldiers to do, they must themselves
do well first. Under such circumstances, cadres set strict demands on
the ideology, training, study, work
and everyday life of the soldiers. Both
simple rough methods ancl an ac:commodating attitude towards the soldiers
should be opposed.

Politicol Dernocrocy
An important reason why unity between
officers and men can be realized within the
People's Liberation Army is the tradition of
democracy fostered by Chairman Mao. At the
time of the founding of the P.L.A., Chairman
Mao pointed out: "Apart from the role played by
the Party, the reason why the Red Army has
been able to carry on in spite of such poor
material conditions and such frequent engagements is its practice of democracy. The officers
do not beat the men; officers and men receive
equal treatmenti soldiers are free to hold meetings and to speak out; trivial Iormalities have
been done away with; and the accounts are open
for all to inspect. . . ." (The Struggle in the
Chinglcong Mountains, 1928.1

During the long revolutionary wars, this
thinking of Chairman Mao has been constantly
enriched, and has developed into a whole system of political, economic and military democracy. l
When the Red Army was founded in 1927,,
some cadres, influenced by traditional -concepts,

tsed old methods of command and they beat or
cursed the soldiers. Chairman Mao personally

set up soldiers' committees in the Red Army,
the earliest organizational form for practising
democracy. Summing up the Red Army's exPeking Reoiew, IVo. 5l

pefience in carrying out the system of demdcracy, Chairman Mao in 1929 directed the
Red Army to ensure democracy under centralized
guldance- (On Comecting Mistaken, Id,eas in the
Party.) By stressing the importance of a system
of ,demoeracy on one hand and ryposing ultraaelnilcracy on the other, Chairman Mao laid the
basis of our army's system of democracy.

A leading comrade of the division's political
department told us about implementing
"democracy in the three main fields." He said:
Every company has a revolutionary soldiers'
committee which is a mass organization of all
the armymen under the leadership of the Party
branch. Its basic task is to carry out democracy
in,political, economic and military fields. Its
major duties are to propagandize the Party's
line, principls and policies and carry out orders
and instructions from the higher levels; safegfuard the arm;rmen's democratic rights and
collect and communicate the soldiers, opinions
towards the leading cadres; help the company's

leadership run the kitchen and dining room
well'as well as do a good job in farm work and
side-occupations, supervise expenditures and
check on accounts; develop
cultural,. recreational and
sports activities in the company. The committee, elected by all the armymen in
the company, has from D to
15 members, with cadres

also meetings discussing the work of the Party
branch and the Party members' deeds. Cadres

and soldiers often have heart-to-heart talks
during which they exchange opinions.

it

mean a loss in prestige for the
cadres and therefore a weakening of army
discipline if cadres are criticized by soldiers?
The leading comrade assired us: "From
our' experienee, it is just the other way
around. When cadres modestly. accept the
soldiers' criticisms and correct their shortcomings and mistakes, the soldiers show more
respect for them and carry out orders more
strictly. In this way, relations between officers
and men are much closer and they achieve a
high degree of political unity.'f '
Does

Economic Democrocy

While we were talking, a. clarion sounded
the call for lunch. We went to the dining room
to have our mid-day meal with the soldiers.
Inside, it was clean and bright; each table, set
with rice, two dishes and a soup, seated eight.
Soldiers and company cadres ate together in a

making up one-fifth. It
serves

for a year.

Fighters can criticize
each other's shortcomings

and make

self-criticism,

criticize the leadership or
put forward suggestions to
it at squad meetings as well
as in the revolutionary soldiers' committees, the com-

rade continued. Every
month, company leaders
report to the company on
its work and solicit the
soldiers' opinions. There are
December 76, 7977

Summing up experlences gained

in tralnlng.
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friendly atmosphere. Posted on the wall of the
dining room was the previous rrfonth's detailed
aqcor,rnt of mess expenditures. Open accounts for
all to inspect, and soldier representatives taking
part in mess arrangements are important factors
in maintaining economic democracy.
In the old-type army, soldiers were not only
but were also explolted
economically' Officers deducting sums from the
soldiers' wages was a common practice. At the
very beginning when our army was'founded,
Chairman Mao put forward the principle of
economic democracy. He stressed that the
livelihood of the soldiers should be improved ai
suppressed politically

much as conditions allow.

During the meal we heard some more
interesting details about the {ining room. For
instance, every year there are a few holidays;
usually commanders and fighters enjoy a good
dinner together in celebration. But how is the
menu decided? Only after listening to the
soldiers' opinions. Fighters coming from
minority nationalities have their own national
holidays also. On the basis of other soldiers'
suggestions, the mess cooks prepared particularly
good dishes for the few minority soldiers to express their greetings to them. Though it seemed
a trivial thing, it expressed the comradely
warmth of the revolutionary ranks and made
these new recruits very happy

Militory Democrucy
The P.L.A.'s experience demonstrates that
a revolutionary army can practise * not only
political and economic democracy, but also
military democracy. The young Red Army in
the past could quickly train a large number of
outstanding commanders from among peasent
soldiers as well as from among cadres who had
had no training in a military academy. One of
the important reasons why it could do this was
its practice of military democracy.
During the war years, the P.L.A. enforced.
democratie methods both in drill and fighting.,
As for training, they carried out a method in
which officers taught soldiers, soldiers taught
. officers and soldiers taught each other. In this
way, everyone had a chance to learn the strong
16

points of other people and to overcome his own
weaknesses. After ever5r drill, a democratic

meeting would be held in which offieers argil
soldiers together went over the training6grld
discussed how to do better tJre next time.

In past campaigns, so long as conditfiflI,
permitted; cadres and fighters would be mobilized to discuss the ploposed plan of battlb and
to surmount any problems in mili6ly 1""1tniques and tactics. When fighting ceased, the
soldiers would be organized to pass judgment
on their performance as to bravery, adeptness
in the use of military techniques and tactics, the
discipline, and the officers' skill and wisdom in
commanding. In this way, they summarized the
experiences gained in battle.
This tradition has been well kept in
peacetime. For example, not long ago, a unit of
the division prepared for a march on a rainy
day. The leadership asked them to make sure
they could cook a meal within an hour somewhere along the way. On such a wet day, where

could t*rey find dry firewood out-of-doors?
Through discussion, the fighters found a
way. Each one. took along a piece of
dry wood, tucking it into his field pack. One
piece was a trifle for each soldier to add to his
Ioad, but added together, there was enough to
start a {ire to cook a meal.
How was it that P.L.A. hand grenades could
defeat enemy tanks and our wooden boats beat

back enemy warships? How were

enemy
reinforced concrete blockhouses blown up by

the P.L.A. without cannon? Courage and
it, and military democracy was an
effective method of triggering the wisdom of
the masses.
Chairman Mao in 1948 pointed out in ?he
'Detnocratic
Mouement in the Armg.' "The policy
for political s,elk in our army units is fully to
arouse' the rank and file, the cornmanders and
all working personnel in ordet to achieve threers
major objectives, through -a democratic moveqc
ment under centralized leadership' namely' arl
high degree of political unity, better living
conditions, and better military techaique and '
t6ctics." This division, and the whole People's ,:
Liberation Army as well, is firmly continuing
to implement this teaching of Chairman Mao,
wisdom did
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The Significance of the
Tfqeory of Three Worlds
Excerpts of

it
.l
,*

orticle by Kozimierz Mijol, Generol

-on!""retory of the Centrril Committee oi the

polish

Communist Porty

ItllllttttttttttttttttttrrttunlrudlrtuttttttttnrntlttnrilnrIutlllrtiltltlrtIurtlIuruu

:
Some

time ago, Kazirnierz Mijal, General

Seuetary of the Central Committee of the potish
Conmunist Party, torote the article ,,Long Liue
Mao Tsetung Thought." Cltairm,an Mao, the
article points out, integrated the unhsersal truth
of Marcism-Leninism uith the concrete practice
of the Chinese reoolution and thus itefendeit anit
enricheil Marcism-Leninism. His anolysis o!
ytresent-ilag international relationships anit his
theory of the iliflerentiation of the three usorl,il,s
deriued, from such an analgsis eqouniteit bg

became a social-imperialist power and the existence of the socialist camp came to an e3d.
.

Thu banner of the Great Octobe" L".rolrr-

tion discarded by the

of the classical Marcist-Leninbt m,ethoil
the funilamental contrailictions of the contenb
WrorU worlil. Choirman Mao's onalgsis,. the
uriter odds, is hetplut to the yroletarint o! alt
countri,es and the Mardst-Leninist parties in
working. out the potitical line lor their own
reuolution.
Belout

ute

seoen parts.

-

mankind.:
Since our country came under military

occupation the people of Poland haveibeco.me
familiar with a spate of slanders put dpout by
the Brezhnev revisionist clique that Mao
Tsetung's great China "betrays" .MarxistLeninist principles. However, the Polish and
the international proletariat know that these
are lies c.oncocted by the renegades to MarxismLeninism and the fascist enemies of . Bocialist
revolution and the dictatorship of thg prole-

pubtish eacerpts from Wrts
sir of the article, ushich is in

EiI.

The World Sociolist System

iThe world after the Russian

October

Rertolution was divided into two systems
the
capitalist and the socialist. The socialist -camp
headed by the Soviet Union came into being
as many countries took the road of building
socialism at the end of World War IL With the
passing of Stalin and the usurpation of power
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
by the modern revisionists, the Soviet Union
Decernber 16, lgZZ

Khrushchov-Brezhnev

revisioni.st clique has been kept afloaf by the
great Chinese revolution, which enrides and
preserves intact the treasure house and honour
of the October Revolution and is forgirilg ahead
along the road of the October Revolutlon and
the dictatorship of the proletariat. It is exerting
an ever greater influence on the prqgress of

lneans

three, thte and

The disintegration of the socialist calnn does

not mean that socialism aa a world system no
longer exists. These are two separate ti-ri.rgs.

tariat.

China
,.

is a

socialist country and. also a

developing crountry belonging to the third world.
The third world countnies are with China. The

world socialist system and the international
proletariat constitute the unprece{entedly
powerful mainstay of the world revolttrtionary
forces and rallying round them are the.revolu-

,t?

tradiction betvieen the United Staies and the
Soviet Union. The two superpowers are pushiag
imperialist, co.lonialist and hegemonist 1p1icies,
hoping to gain world domination by bdngtng
under their control not only' the third world
cpuntries but the developed second wirild

tionary forces. of all peoples who in their struggle to win independence, political sovereignty
and economic independence for all countries
and nations and to oppose imperialist wars are
bringing into being a worldwide democratic
united front to fight against imperialism,
colonialism and the hegemonism of the two

countries as

superpowers

well.

,l

Sharpening fundamental contradictions
exist between the biggest imperialisf countries
that make,up the first world and the colonial,
semi-colonial and newly liberbted countries and
dependent countries that constitute the third
world. As the biggest imperialist oountries, the
two superpowels are the bigget enemies of the
third world countries. But while striving to put
the third world under their control, they at the
same time curb the expansion and inlluence of
the developed seeond world countries and make
them increasingly dependent. To all third world
countries and .rnankind as a whole, the two sup€rpowers pose the greatest danger. But in
specific conditions there may be differences.
Sometimes it may be this superpoqer and
sometimes the other which is the direct and
chief enemy of a certain third rvorld country.

While defending the fruits of the Chinese
revolution and sociaiist construction and protecting China's dictatorship of the proletariat
from the grave menace of .Russian social-imperialism, Mao Tsetung safeguarded the world
socialist system against the real threat and
possible extinction at the hands of the forces of
international i:mperialism.'
Fundqmento! Controdictions in

The Present-Doy lYorld
Mao Tsetung's analysis of the structure of
the capitaiist world and his differentiation of
the mutually opposed three worlds on the basis

of the analysis greatly facilitate the proletariat
of all countries and all genuine Marxist-Leninist
Parties in deciding their own revolutionary
political line.

In the present situation when contradictions
are developing in the capitalist world as a whole,

it cannot be said that any third world country
will inevitably be ruled by or become an atr>

The fundamental contradiction between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat is all-pervasive

pendage

in the capitalist world.

of a certain superpower with which it

Wherever capital is
aetive and the contradiction exists between the
bourgeoisie and the proletariat, there is struggle
between the two classes. Thls is the A B C of
Marxism.

establishes bilateral state relations, political relations, economic relations or cultural relations on
the basis of the Five Principles of Peaceful

Fundamental contradictions exist between
imperialist countries and between monopoly
groups and are sharpening all the time. Of
these contradictions, the major one is between
the United States and the Soviet Union. Thus,
the two superpowers naturally form the first
world. The contradictions among the developed
countries excluding the United States and the
Soviet Unidn, though in themselves important,
are nevertheless secondary in significance and
so they make up a separate group-the second
world. However important the contradictions
between'the first world of superlrcwers and the
second world of developed countries may be,
theii significance pales beside the major con-

become a reality.
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while struggiing for liberation or
after getting rid of the other superpower's influence. The danger exists, but it may not
Coexistence

'

Today, those developed second world countries without colonies are continuing to struggle
to maintain and expand their spheres of influence and traditional markets, particularly in
regard to the third world countries, in order'tb
import cheap raw materials and labour po#€b
and export to them capital, industrial prodd6tS
and services. These developed second woil6
countries do not make up a close-knit political
bloc for certain fundamental economic contra'
dictiohs divide them. Furthermore, the serious
class struggles in these countries are growing
more acute and complex with eaeh passing day.
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Extgppally, these oountries are fighting on two
fronts. They have to preserve and expand their
ownJnfluence in the third world countries and

at thg same time oppose the two superpowers
that'are more blatant than ever in interfering
withrtheir domestic affairs and are scheming to
shift on to them the burdens of a growing
economic crisis and the losses resulting from a
general capitalist crisis.

In their struggle to oppose the main danger
the tso superpowerc pose to their interests, to
oppce the outbreak of a new imperialist world
war and to consolidate their sovereignty and
political and economic independence, the third
world countries can and should make use of the
differences among the developed second world
countries, the contradictions between the first
and second worlds and the ever growing and
sharpening contradictions between the two
superpowers.

The fundamental contradiction between the

world capitalist system and the world socialist
system is not a contradiction within capitalism
itself but an extremely important and sharp
contradiction between capitalism as a whole
and the countries building socialism. The revisionist leaders of the Soviet Communist Party
describe this type of contradietion as the major
contradiction, in the .present-day world which
rises above all internal capitalist cuntradictions.
This, however, is incorrect

all

countries have established definite anA necessary economic, political and
cultural relations with one another. Such relations exist between socialist and capitalist
countries, including relations with imperialist
countries based on the Five Principl0s of Peaceful Coexistence. But the necessary concessions
made within this scope to achieve understanding and co-operation on the basis,of equality
Todalr,

and mutual benefit do not provide any reason
fo*.th" 'ivorking class of the developed capitalist
cqr44tries to suspend and weaken the class
str-,taggle, or for the people of the third world
ountries to suspend or weaken the people's
revolutionary struggle. When the revisionist,
leading clique of the Soviet Communist Party
eunpromised and co-operated with the bourEeoisie at the price of stamping out the class
struggle and the people's revolutionary struggle
December 76, 7977

it wished, the leadership of the Communist
Party of China most resolutely drew a distinction with this Right opportunist trend.

as

"At no time must one rely on onb imperialist power against anbther or pre$erve oneself in
front of another imperialist power." Who could
possibly be the object of such warning? The
trouble with the bourgeois agents in the.communist movement is not a matter of "reliance,"
they actually serve the bourgeoisie. All Marxist-Leninist Parties have pointed out that such
warning is wrong. The Marxist-Leninist Parties
yet to gain power will never "rely on" the
domestic bourgeoisie, nor will they seek any
understanding or compromise with the superpowers. But that's precisely what was done by
the old social-democratfu parties and is done by
the modern revisionists, for both are bourgeois
worker'':s' parties. From the foregoing, we can
come to the conclusion that such warning
probably has the socialist and capitalist countrie in m.ind, warning their governments not
to reaeh any understanding or compromise with
either supeqpower, because only thus can people
understand the implieation of the term "reliance." But this assertion is equally incorrect.
We are well aware of how Marx, Engels,
Lenin, Stalin and Mao Tsetung weie resolved
in rejecting such closed-door slogans as "To
hell with all lgreements and comprsmises!"
Marx and Rt'ge)s pointed out that "where it is
a matter of a struggle against the eristing
Gooqnmert, we ally ourselves even with our
enemies"' (Steia, 1849.) Lenin made use of even,
the most reactionary forces in Russia and the
international arena to win victory for the revolution. Stalin also made use of some troops
of the reactionary emigre Polish Government
against llitlerite Germany. Likewise, during
the War of Resistance Against Japan, Mao
Tsetung also made use of the reactionary Kuomintang forces with which he had fallen out.
The use of reactionary imperialist forces to
oppose the main enemy is diametrically different from putting reliance on the reactionary
imperialist forces.. Even during the second imperialist war when the Soviet Union was up
against such heavy odds, it joined the alliance
against Hitler. This, however, cannot be interpreted as Soviet "reliance" on the United
States and Britain.
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For the international proletariat, to determine who is the most dangerous enemy of
revolution and socialism at the present stage
by'no means undermines the basic tasks raised
in the light of Marxism-Leninism and the
fundamental principles of class struggle, nor
does it fall into abstract disc.ussions of whether
the United States and'the Soviet Union constitute the "same" danger. The concrete analysis
o( eoncrete conditions is the revolutionary soul
of Marxism while the critics of the thgory of the
three worlds totally disregard this fact. They
excessively play up their loyalty to the MarxistLeninis! teachings and proletarian internationalism. They quote Marx, Engels, Lenin and
Stalin, but when they analyse a problem, they
totally disregard the crul of the matter. As a
result, no matter what their intention is and at
timqs even contrary to their will, tJrey are defqnding ther pmition of Russian social-imperialism objectively.

African and Latin American people from- lhe
position of an "elite natior.i Thi, 'r16i5Nf9"
advanced with the worst of motives by Russian
social-imperialism in dealing with these nations

has been criticized and repudiated, as it should,
by the leadership of the C.P-C. Central Committee.

According to the warning by the revisionist
leadership of the Soviet QsmTunist Party, it
seerns that to emphasize the great slgnificance of

=

groundless slander.

Ttre revolutionar5r struggle of the third
world countries will uot hamper but encour-age
the proletariat of the deweloped calitalist countries to embark on ther'ioad bf revolutionary
storm with greater tempo.

In making an analysis of eeonomic relations, Marx, Engels and Lenin affirmed the differentiation of the naturally shaped capitalist
world, as it was divided into "two worlds"

Asia, Africa and Latin America are the
main area of the storms of the world revolution
which deals imperialism direct blows. This is
how things stand. After World War II, no
revolutionary storms took place in. Europe,
North America and Oceania. There were strikes
and even general strikes but they were only
economically motivated. There were students'

the industrial world and the agricultural
-world,
city and countryside, the oppressed nations and the oppressor nations. Does the
prescription written by the critics of the

demonstrations, and there were even revolution-

ary workers' demonstrations in France in

theory of the three worlds mean that the found-

ers of Marxism had "forgotten" the class
struggle or deviated from the Marxist teachings? It should be noted that in each of the

1968

and violent blood-shedding revolutionary struggles in Poland in 19?0 and 1976 waged by the
proletariat against the revisionist dictatorship

of the bourgeoisie. While these led to changes
of the ruling circles, the foundation of the rule
of capital and the bourgeoisie was not undermined. Even in the case of the fascist Portuguese government, its collapse was due to the
defeat in the imperialist war it waged against its
African colonies. Therefore, to be able to adopt
a revolutionary and objective attitude in assessing the revolutionary storms in the world
(these were seriously dealt with by Mao
Tsetung and the leadership of the Chinese Communist Party) and to be able to take a sincere
approach to the world's revolutionary events in
which our brothers and the oppressed andr eXploited people of variow countries shed their
blood, we should throw away the bourgeois
frame of mind of regarding Europe as the centre

and the "theory" of iooking at the
20

Asian,

the revolutionary storms in the third world
countries means disregarding the role of the socialist system and the working dass in the
developed capitalist countries. This is utterly

.

two worlds there simultaneously exist the proIetariat and the bourgeoisie, the exploited and
exploiters as well as the oppressed and the
oppressons.

At the Sixth Congress of the Communist
International, the world was divided into three
types of countries: the highlyTeveloped capitalist countries, the middling developed capitalist
countries and tlle colonial countries. Stalin
lf6t
upheld this differentiation. Was the worta
divided into three parts in the way it l#Is
divided into "three worlds"? Just so. t[ts;
however, did not in the least deviate from fl{e
principle of class analysis, nor did it deilaert
from Marxism-Leninism. The purpose of doi.4g
so wa$ to help the working class of every coriitry and its Party formulaie its political line ih
(Continued. on p.

f,i)
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S*iet-U.S. Nucleor Tolks: An Anolysis
8Ii . J.

:r'r Much qs Moscow qnd Woshington try to generote
oo1,'lnism obout the progress of tfieir SAlf tt toillts, inihe finol
r"lc i onolysis concltision of on ogrcement will only drive both sides
Ioi

rlrrt{'

to step up their nucleor orms roce.

.

fi..

MUCH arm-twisting is going on between the
J-Yr
Soviet Union and the United States as they
carry on their SALT II talks. Not long ago,
Brezhnev smugly- said that the Soviet-U.S.
nuclear talks were prograssing "well." "Real
progtress" was the expression U.S. President
Carter used to describe the talks. The press in
both countries came out with statement after
statement that "both sides have made major
concessions," that the "deadlock" has been
bnoken, that "the two countries are on the way
tir reaching agreement," etc. . A Soviet-U.S.
joint communique boasted that a Soviet-U.S.
nuclear agreement is of "particular importance"
to "further measures aimed at the effective
prevention of nuclear war and the limitation of
armaments, thereby contributing to progress
towards all real disarmament." People cannot
but ask: What "particular importance" is there
in a Soviet-U.S. nuclear agreement? Does such
an agreement contribute to "progress towards
all real disarmament" or is it the start of a new
round in the nuclear arms race?
U.S. Loses os Moscow Goins

The deal on a Soviet-U.S. nuclear agreement is not yet clinched, but something about
its content ha.s been disclosed and the media in
Western crountries are already busy with eomments.

Certain people in the United States said
that the new agreement would for the "first
ti{ig" in thirty years bring l'parity" in the
nffiU"r of strategic weapons and that the ceiling'on the total number of strategic delivery
vbTricles for each side would be less than the
15?4'stipulation (2,400 for each side). Some,
rQports said that it would be one-tenth less than'
the 19?4 figure. However, it is reported that
iii ttre new accord the United States would insFt on limiting the Soviet heavy missiles not
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to 150 as it did before;but to 308. Since the
United States has not got such heavy land-based
missiles as those possessed by the Soviet Union,
an equal number of missiles for both

sides

would meari Soviet preservation of its enormous
might in land-based missile. "The Russians,"
people pointed out, "have in reality given up
nothing by reducihg the aggregate number of

their strategic delivery riehicles.". It is

clear

who is to benefit from such an agreenent.

The Soviet Backfire bomber and the U.S.
cruise missile have long been bones of contention in the Soviet-U.S. nuclear talks. In drawing up the new agreement, reports say, the
Soviet Backfire bomber will not be included in
the limited aggregate number provided the
Soviet Union agrees not to deploy such bombers
against the United States or to increase their
production. Some people commented that this
was like handing over antes to the Soviet Union
in the nuelear gamble. Others held that the
Soviets' word is doubtful in times of peace.and
worthless in times of war. As for the cruise
missile, which is a potential "deterrent" in the
U.S. nuclear armoury, the new agreement will

set limits on its range air-launched cruise
missiles not to exceed 1,500 miles and those
land- or sea-launched ones not to exceed 350
miles. U.S. public'opinion pointed out that to
place such extremely rigid restrictions on the
cruise missile makes

it

worthless even'to carry

on rssearth on this promising weapon.

No

wonder some U.S. opinion circles believe that
the United States "loses far more than it gains."

Nucleor Contention Behind "Limitotion"
A review of the history of the SovietU.S. negotiations on nuclear weapons points
up the well-known fact that the signing of
SALT I agreements has not put an end to the
nuclear armament race between the two super21

powe$i, especially since the aim of the Soviet
Union has all along been to gain nuclear supremacy by frenziedly developing.nuclear weaporxi
behind the smokescreen of agreements.
For the greater part of the 1960s, the United
States enjoyed a threefold edge over the Soviet

Union in the number of strategic missiles. But
subsequent years, the Soviet Union took
advantage of the U.S. impasse in its war of
aggression against Viet Nam and especially the
ballyhoo of the Soviet-U.S. talks on nuclear
weapons that started in the winter of 1969 to
redouble its efforts to expand nuclear armaments. By the end of the second quarter of
19?2, the Soviet Union had increased its missiles
from 1,211 to well over 2,(X)0, thus turning the
tide. The five-year-terzr int€rim agreement on
the limitation of stratcgic offensive arrrs concluded in Moscow in May 19?2 by the Kremlin
and Washington proclaims that both sides will
not possF(< more nuclear weapons than they
already have. In essence, this confirms the
Soviet missile supremacy in the form of an
agreement. The Soviet Union was thus given
a free hand to concentrate on improving the
quality of its nuclear weapons.

in

Following their meeting at Haishenwei
in November 1974, the leaders of
the Soviet Union and the United Statds announced a verbal agreement, good for a period
of ten yeafs, to limit the number of strategic
offensive arms and set lor each side a ceiling
ol 2,400 strategic delivery vehicles, with MIRVs
(multiple independently targeted re-entry
vehicles) not exceeding 1,320. To all intents and
purposes, the accord is a green light for a new
round of nuclear arrns race because it allows
both sides to considerably expand the number
of MIRVs, improve the quality of strategic
missiles, increase the throw-weight of missiles,
and reiearch on and manufacture mobile
strategic missiles without restriction. Taking
advantage of this acCord, the Soviet Union lost
no time.to research on, manufacture and develop its multiple warhead missiles, heavy
(Vladivostok)

ICBMs, mobile missiles and Backfire bombers.

In a space of a few yearsr it has developed four

new.types of ICBMs and a submarine-launched
ballistic missile with a range of 4,000 miles'and

made a breakthrough in the technique of
MIRVs. While trying to retain its numerical
superiority, the Soviet U:rion endeavours to
Z2

catch up with and surpass its dversary

in

the

making of multiple warheads. lte iUrrited
States, on its part, is doing its utmct.to.maintain its gualitative superiority and slomr. down
the rapid speed at which its rival is catehing up
in the quality of strategic arms. Thrls the
progress of negotiations, Mccow admitted, has
lagged behind the pace of the emergence sf new
weapons; in a word, the plannerc at the'drawing board have outwitted the diplomats.
Arms Roce Conlinues
It is thu.s clear that the Soviet-U.S. nuclear
arms talks and the agreemeuts readred over the
last eight years do not mean a move towards
"dis:rrrnqrnsrt, tro'..Condderation givm to eaCh
other2 and "equaf' sUeurity': toFSotb.'tides."
Ttrey mean launching round after round of
nuclear arms race behind the veil of "limitation." This proves to the hilt that riegotiations
are nothing but a form of struggle by which
each side tries to restrict the other's expansion
and build up i'ts own strength. The results of
the nuclear arms race outside the conference
room tend to back up each against the other in
the negotiations. The Soviet Union and the
United States use negotiations and agreements
as a means to cover up their newly started arms
race which in turn gives rise to new rounds of
negotiations. This repeats itself in an endless
cycle with arms expansion going on and on. If
there is any difference between the two superpowers, it is that the Soviet Union has shown
greater skill in using negotiations and agreements to benefit itself.
Some Americans are of the opinion that if
there had been no agreement on nuclear arms
limitation, the Soviet Union would have become more unbridled in itS arms expansion and
the danger of a nuclear war would have become
greater. They are labouring under the illusion
that agreements can be used to induce the
Soviets to make corresponding 'concessions.
They even maintain that an agreement, hlwever undesirable, is better than none, beliqiing
that an agreement can bind the other side [gnd
and foot and preserve what they call a "balance
of nuclear power." This psychology furnishes
the Soviet Union with favourable openings.'

Histbry has proved time and again that the

imperialist powers bent on attaining world
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hegemony invariably resort to the trick of sham

disaiinament. On the eve of World War II
when Hitler was sabre-rattling, the German
representative held forth vociferously about
"disairmameaf,' and "balance of armament" at
the World Disartrament Co4ference held under
the.auspices of the League of Nations. This
conlerence which dragged on for three years
.provided a smokescreen for imperialist arms
expansion and war preparations. As one com-

ment went at the time, the disarmament conference discussed the kind of guns to be used
to kill people. Today, 40 years after that conference, people again hear this warning: "Often
arms control agreements [between the Soviet
Union and the United State] are nothing less
than agreements to arms." That is a thoughtprovoking warning!

-bg
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"Joint lnuestment Ptojects"
Gimmick to Plunder East European Gountdes
DY "international division of labour,"
LD "planned co-ordination" and "multilateral integration," Soviet social-imperialism
controls the economic lifelines of its "fraternal countries" in what it calls the
l'socialist qommunity." The range of control
extends to raw materials, marketing, price in
foreign trade, production plans, fund for capital
construction and even labour force. The so-

called "joint investment projects" undertaken
inside the Moscow-dominated Council for
Mutual Ec,onomic Assistance (C.M.E.A.) are a
glaring example of how the Soviet Union controls and plunders these countries.
"Joint lnyestment Proiects'- Whqt Are They?
Handicapped by natural conditions, the
member states of C.M.E.A., East European
countries in particular, are comparatively short
of energy and other natural resources. Taking
advantage of this situation, Moscpw has needled
these countries into furnishing the Soviet Union
with capital, equipment and labour force to
e:tltoit mihes and build factories in exchange
fiif"soviet supply of fuel and raw materials.
I'lYis goes by the seemingly harmless term "joint
iii'festment proj ects."
"'' The "co-ordination plan for the 19?6-80
multilateral integration measures" adopted at'
the C.M.E.A. 29th session in 1975 under Soviet
coercion and cajolery is a new form used by the
Soviet Union to control and plunder the East.
December 76, 7977

European countrie through

"joint

investment

projects." The "plan" stipulates that within
five years, the Soviet Union and other C.M.E.A.
member states will jointly build ten "integrated" projects, eight of which to be sited
in the Soviet Union. These eight projects alone
require 8,0fi) million rubles, and the Kremlin
demands that the East European countries put
up haU the cost. For instance, the German
Democratic Republic is required to provide
8,000 million marks (1,700 million rubles),
Bulgaria, more than 600 million rubles.
The 2,8fi)-kilometre natural gas pipeline
between Orenburg in the Urals-and the western
border is one of the biggest projects. The
Soviet Union undertakes to explore and design
prospective routes while the East European
countries are charged with laying pipes along

the' whole line and building 22 pumping
stations, each country to build one section
within a prescribed time limit. Other projects

include the Ustilimsk Paper Pulp Combine and
the Kiembaevsk Asbestos Combine. To com-

plete tbe eight projects, the East European
countries have to supply on a massive scale
metal structures, vehicles, cement, cables,
steel pipe, consumer goods, as well as labourers

and tedrnicians. To build the gas pipeline, they
must send as stipulated 25,000 people ,to the
Soviet Union. But in fact only 15,000 went
because of a host of contradictions.

As they carry on plunder abroad, the

colonialists,

old and new alike, always

resort
23

to invinting
,r

'.'theoriesli

to

defend their ugly

deeds. 'Soviet social-impeiialism is no exception.

In : order to rcontrol and plunder other
C.M.E.A; member states, Moscow has spread
,,r,o
vbrioud falacies, one being what it
""11"gave
profit i3 attainable.l' The new tsars once
thq Eait European rnember states to understand
thdt fi.&l and raw materials need much higher
investment than other indr.rstrial branches,
. whereas. the return is slower. The production
of fuel .and raru materials, so they say, yields
.'no prof.it. The Soviet Union is the main sup' plier ot, fuel and raw materials
to thg East
European countries. The problem of increased
investmbnt caused by rising exports, they assert, sh6uld be tackled by increasing the loans
and tectrnical aid of the countries concerned,
the fact'is that Moscow exlrcrts fuel and raw
materials not only to the East European oormtries bu, also to the Ifest and in recrent years,
these e$.ports to the \ltrest have increased far
faster trhan the amount shipped to the East

parts of the country and partlgrlarly
strategic considerations that have propftd the
Soviet Union to build a numtrer of ner6,{y$ and '
other raw material bases in remote a61gin the
north and east. For example, these,.rgggrfu,.built
bases are designed_to pnoduce al1 thqighnned
increases in oil and natural gas, morqrtJoin 80
per cent of copper'and aluminium an$.g-vpr 50
per cent of pulp fisted in the current f*rae-year
plan. Obviously, the building of these basee is
meant to meet Moscow's owu needs and the
extra burdens are shifted on to its "fraternal
countries." Such behaviour is vorse than what
the old colonialists were capable of.

, weBtern

Growing Centrifugol Trqd
The multifarious "joint invesErent proj6cts" which Moscrw has cramued down the
throats of its East European C.LIJ.A partners
thus imposes a heavy burden on thee countries
that are short of ftmdo and manpoyer. It is

only natural that they resent the

Soviet

EuropEan countries.

pressure,

To expand armaments and prepare for war
hegemon)r, the Soviet
Union grust import as much as it can in the

In addition to undertaking 'rsccit6mi.
integration" projects, Czechoslovakia,'for instance, is obliged to lay within the eountry a
section of the gas pipeline to carry Soviet
natural gas to West Europeah countries.
This alone will cost Czechoslovakia 20,000.2
million Korunas (amounting to 2,700.5 million

in its bid for world

way of. technical know-how and equipment
from the West but it has little to offer in, the
way of-'exports for exchange. Shoddy Soviet
machin6ry and eguipment attract few customers
West6rn markets. Consequently, apart from
contracting Western loans on a big scale, in-

in

creased oExports

of fuel and raw materials are
an impErtant way to gain foreign exchange.

Moscowjs demand that the East European countries bankroll the exploitation of Soviet natural
resourceB is aimed at getting something out of
its tradB with the West. To say that it has
nothing to attain is only a pretext to cover up its actual looting.

Wh4t is called "sharp increases in the cost
of exploifation" is another fallacy spread by the
Soviet tlnion. Aecording to the men in the
Kremlin, the new bases of fuel and other raw
materiali are located in remote areas and the
conditiohi as regards weather, exploitation and
transport are worse than before. Since cost has
sharply tisen, the countries concerned therefore
should .rnake good the difference between
estimated and actual cost. But in point of fact,
it is the-creeping depletion of resources in the
24

rubles), or 16 per cent of its capital construction's
investments planned for 1975. To undertake a
number of capital construction projects for the
Soviet Union, the Czechoslovak Government
has been forced to slash 24 domestic capital
construction items. At the 30th C.M.E.A. session
in 1976, the Czechoslovak delegation asked for
a new form of co-operation which does not require direct investments in exchange for raw

materials. It also proposed that investment
must be apportioned in consideration of the
economic strength of the countiies concerned.
fhe Hungarian press also voiced its complaiHks:
If larger parts of our imports depend on invg$ment, our economy will grow at a smaller,r4te,
even decline. East European countries cA54plained that the Soviet Union had perfidior6fiy
scrapped agreements and repeatedly jacked up
export prices of fuel and other raw material5,
thus bringing them new difficulties. At thp
31st C.M.E.A. session this year, they particularly
resented the arbitrary way the Soviet Unien
Peking Reoi,eu, No. 5l

behaved

in the matter of the fuel supplies..

As

a result, the long,term co-operation plan for

five items, including supplies of fuel and other
raw materials, which Moscow tried to railroad
thiough the meeting, was shelved. The session
came to naught.
Since East European countries have suffered enough from importing Soviet. Iuel and
other raw materials, they have to find other
alternatives. They now put the stress on exploiting domestic resources, increasing the proportion of domestic resources in home consumtr>
tion and making greater investments in the
departrnents charged with producing fuel and
other raw materials. Time and again they
emphasize the need to save fuel, work out

(Continued from p. 20.)
accordance with the nature of the revolution
and the revolutionary tasks confronted by each
of the three types of cpuntries

Like the teachings by Marx, Engels, Lenin
and Stalin in previous historical periods, Mao
Tsetung's analysis of the present-day world and
his differentiation of the three worlds based on
this analysis are helpful to the proletariat of all
countries and their revoutionary partiec in
working out their political line so as to unite
all forces of the world revolution.
The Moin Areo of Storms of World Revolution
Delivering the Political Report on behalf of
the C.P.C. Central Committee at the 1973 C.P.C.
Tenth National Congress presided over by Mao
Tseturig, Chou Er.r-lai said: "The third world

has strengthened its unity in the struggle

of the
superpowers and is playing an ever more
significant role in international affairs.l' The
term "third world" has been used in scientific
literature and political essays for more than two
decades. As early as 1970, it was written into
political dictionaries while some people seemed
ignorant of this and went so far as to raise thiS
question "what is the third world?" Evely
worker, however, could very easily answer:
"This refers to the poorest, the most oppressed
against hegemonism and power politics
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rational ecronomy. measures and energetically
expand economic and trade relations with the
West and the third world countries so as to seek
new souices of fuel and other raw materials.

, The facts are clear. The so-called "joint
investment projects"'advertised by the Soviet
Union are nothing but a gimmick. Many invest
and only one reaps the profit. Moscow's acts of
ruthless bullying, oppression and plunder cannot but evoke strong resentment from the East
European C.M.E.A. countries and accelerate a
centrifugal trend away from the Soviet Union.
The tighter the Soviet control and exploitation
of these countries, the fiercer their struggle
against the Soviet attempts will be, and the
more Soviet soeial-imperialism will be exposed.

and exploited people of the Asian, African and
Latin American countries."

Where there are starvation, enslavement,
oppression and exploitation, there are rebellions

and revolutionary storms. The third world is
the source of superprofits and economic strength
for international monopoly capital, U.S. imperialisrn and Russian social-imperialism in
particular. At the same time, it is also the
weakest link in the chain of politics and the
key area of imperialism, colonialism as well as'
hegemonism of the two superpowers.

in the developed. capitalist countries and in
the imperialist citadels"with modern industry,
there are concentrated the strongest immediate
and potential forces of the working class. At
an opportune momeit when objective and subjective conditioni for socialist revolution are
mature, the working class will fulfil its historical
mission of burying capitalism in the cradle of
cipitalism and the heirrtland of imperialism.
But at pre.bent though class struggles are going
oir and even turning sharper lately, these countrieC are still not the "rnain area of the storms
of the world revolution." We believe that the
great day of large-scale battle will come sooner
or later in Western Europe, Eastern Europe and
North America. At present, however, "nobody
can deny that the main area of the storms of
the world revolution lies in the:broad regions
of Asia, Africa and Latin America."

,
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Er,ary lceland

Recently, a blffiil man from
Iceland visited . the site of the
National Institute of the'Peasant
Movement founded ,by Chair'man Mao in 1926 in Kwangchorv. He listened carefully to
what the guide was saying and,
when shown the room Chairman
Mao had once lived.in, ran his
hands lightly and lovingl1z over
the bed, desk, chair and bookshelves. He was the 25-year-old
Mr. Arnthor llelgason, President of the lceland-China gociety for Culture.

Mr. Helgason lost his sight in

an unsuccessful eye operation
when he was a boy. Despite
this han-dicap, he has, in the
past ten years, worked tirelessly
to enhance understanding and
friendship between the ptiople

of Iceland and China.' In 1g66,
he heard over the radio an lceIandic journalist speak about
his three visits to China. He
was moved when the speaker
described the revolutionary otr>

timism and the indomitable
spirit of the Chinese people.
Later, he heard some revolu-

tionary Chinese music and was
inspired by its vigour and militancy. Then he began listening

to the English

transmission

from Radio Peking and reading
Chinese publications with the
help of friends. As his interest
in China grew, so did his friendship for this country

In

recent years, he has done

much work arranging Chinese
music for presentation over
Icelandic radio, and has spoken
over the air many times about
26

Icelandic friendS for =theii
autographs.

Dry Dock in MuI,U
Work on a 300,000-ton dry

Chinese music and giveu recit-

als in person. He has

aho
lectured on and writt€n articles

about the political,

cultural and

dock, started in 19?4 by workers
and technicians of Malta and

economic,

China, has norr entered the

educatioual

stage of pouring.concreto.

acf,ievements of New China as
lbe first stage of this major
well as about China's stand in
international affairs.. In March etrS-rneering task involved -the
this year he was elected Pres- removal of half a mountain and
ident of the Iceland-China So- the excavation of a basin about
ten mefes below sea level
ciety for Culture.
through solid rock. Giant exDuring their visit to China, . cavators ate into the mountain
Mr. Helgason and other mem- and a continuous line of dumpbers of the Delegation of the ers took the stone away. An
Iceland-China Society for Cul- estimated one million cubic
ture visited factories, rural metres of rock were removed
communes, schools and hospitals within one year.
to get a first-hand understandThroughout the construction
ing of the way the Chinese peo-

site, Maltese and Chinese workers could be seen working side
by side in close harmony. Chinese worker Wang Chi-ming
who headed a team of 20 Maltese workers doing reinforced
concrete work jumped at any
heavy job although his Maltese
colleagues ever'solicitous of his
health tried their best to stop
him.

ple live and work. He taped most

of his

with Chinese
to the hotel
after a whole day's visit, he
would neglect rest to discuss
with the delegation / mernbers
meetings

people. Returning

what they had seen and heard.

Mr. Helgason and his
were met by Chinese

party
Vice-

Premier Wang Chen in Peking's
Great HalI of the People. He
presented the Vice-Premier
with a copy of Long Morch
Chairman Mao's Poems, an

Icelandic translation he

. A workshop of the construction site, in addition to doing
repairs and maintenance work,
processed construction materials

and did a host of other jobs. But
with workers of both countries

had

revised and written a foreword
to. "I'm honoured to have the
opportunity to present this book
to a veieran revolutionary of

China who took part in the
Long March," he said. VicePremier Wang Chen was very
pleased to neceive this precious
gift symbolic of the friendship
between the two peoples, and,

opening the flyleaf, asked
Mr. Helgason and the other

,

pooling efforts, the

shop's

monthly tasks were fulfilled or
overfulfilled. Li Hsueh-yi who
led a group of 50 or so young
Maltese straight out of school
found them eager and diligent.
He thought out many ways of
overcoming the language bar-

rier and these youngsters
picked up technical skills from
him very rapidly.
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Ttre Chinese excavator opera-

tor Lu Chun, known as "Little
Tigcr" for his difficulty-defying
spirit, was injured while taking
over a hnzqrdsus job from
his Maltese friends. Visiting
him in the hosPital, Prime
Minister Mintoff said: "You're
'a hero. You were injured
while doing a job for our
countr5r. The Maltese PeoPle
should learn from You. And
we'll do our best to cure the injury in your leg." The local People also called to see him

bringing fresh flowers

and

prsents after they read of the
accident in the newspaPers.
Sa"o

ord PrinciPe

Tome

Grous Rice
This year saw Sao Tome and
Principe €fowing rice for the
first time in its history. Two

crops were produced'

one

after the other, with their re-

spective per-hectare

yields

reaching 5 and 6.5 tons. This
gave great joy to this African
island country in its second year

of independence.
The rich soil and abundant
rainfall provide excellent conditions for grain production, but
in the five centuries of Portuguese colonialist rule, the land

was given over entirely

to
growing cocoa and coffee for ex-

ment with growing rice there
together with local agro-technicians.

The first step was to build
rice-fields. This was a tough
and trying time. There was a
shortage of agricultural machinery and the only bulldozer
was engaged in pushing over
old palm trees. The rocks were
manually- removed. Because
more labour was needed, local
inhabitants and students were
called to lend a hand. Prime
Minister M. Trovoadafs ?0-yearold mother also came to help.

The whole country took a
keen interest in this project.
President M. Pinto da Costa
himself came to inspect the
farm on three occasions. People
working on the project outdid
themselves to ensure success.
"We will do anything to get rice
to grow," said Ableno, who is
in charge of the maehine shop.
He and his colleagues quiekly
and skilfully processed parts of
machines and farm tools so tthat

there would be no

holdups.

When a brake pulley for a tractor was needed during the busy
days of transplanting, he got his

fellow workers together and
had the pulley made within
three days.
Technicians and agro-workers

of the farm and their

Chinese

colleagues have become fast
friends. "We are determined to

port so that the people were
compelled to rely entirely on learn
everything about rice
imports for their gxain and cloth. growing
from our Chinese
ing. The Government of the friends before
they leave for
Democratic Republie has de- home," the farm personnel
decided to .put an end to this ir- clared.

handed over to China at ir November 18 ceremony at Rijeka.
The 2l$metre-long ship with

a payload of

45,000 tons

is

a

sister ship of the NIei Hoi commissioned two qnd a half months
earlier. The "May B', Shipyard
workers see the two vessels as a

symbol of the friendship between the two countries.

Australian Fauna
(Specirnerc) Exhibition
A three-week Australian
Fauna (Specimens) Exhibition
was held recently at the Museum of Natural History in
Peking. About 80,000 people
visited it.
The exhibition was sponsored

by the Australian Government
in accordance with the agreement on cultural exchanges between China and Australia. On
display were specimens of more
than 30 kinds of fauna, including reptiles, birds (lyre and satin

bowerbirds), marsupials and
monotremes (platypus). The
specimens were well mounted

and gave a vivid ecological
study of Australian fauna.
Films shown at the exhibition
acquainted visitors with the hab
itats of the animals indigenous

to Australia.
Dr. Peter Stanbury,

noted

Australian zoologist and curator
of the Macleay Museum of the
University of Sydney who came
to China for the exhibition had

talks with his Chinese col-

leagues.

rational situation.

In May last year, a Chinese
agro-technical team was invited
to the Diogo Nunes State Farm

in the

suburbs

of the town

of
Sao Tome, the capital, to experi-
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'nXue

Hai"

The oceangoing ship Xue Hai,

built by the "May 3" Shipyard
of Yugoslavia for China, was

COnRECTION: The last sentence ol
the tirst iten under NeuW Ott the
Press on page 3t of our issue No. {?

should read: .'It also includes. . . ln
handwrlting of thls veteran revolutlonary written on March 6, 1076, when

the.

he was 90'years old,"
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ROUND
MOZAMBIOUE

Rhodesion Invoders
Resisted
Rhodesian racist troops have
stepped up their inroads into
Mozambique since late November. This development deserves
close attention.
0n November 23, Rhodesian
invaders launched a large-scale
attack on the Zimbabwean refugee camp northeast of Chipoio City. In the attack, enemy
bornbers dropped napalm and
fragmentation bombs and air-

borne paratroops. According
to

incompilete statistics, 85 refugees were killed, including 55

children and 2l women, and
more than 500 wounded and
a number of others missing.
On November 26 when the
Rhodesian troops, with air support, invaded a border area of

Tete Province,

Mozambican

armed forces beat them back.

The next day, the

Rhodesian

troops attacked the border town
of Espungera, Manica Province,

Statements denouncing the
for theip new
crimes hav6 been issued by
Mugabe, Joint Leader of the
Zimbabwe Fatriotic Front;
Nkomo, President of the Zimbabwe African People's Union; the
O.A.U. Liberation ' Commitee
and a number of African and
Asian countries. The Sudanese
Government has decided to send
Mozambique 1,000 tons of sorghum to support that oountry in
resisting Rhodesian racist
Rhodesian rapists

aggression.
EGYPT

Closing Soviet Cult$ro!
Centres qnd Consulotes

Egyptian Prime Minister
Mamdouh Salem announced at
the People's Assembly in Cairo
on December ? that Egypt had
decided. to close the Soviet cultural centres in the ''Country and
the Soviet consulates in Alexandria, Port Said and Aswan.

by

Announcing the decisions,
Salem said that $oviet attacks
on President Sadat through its

Since Mozambique instituted

officially controlled p"p"r.=h"rr"

March 3, 19?6, the Smith regime
has stepped up aetivities encroaching upon Mozambique's
sovereignty. Rhodesian troops
carried out 143 acts of invasion
in one year ending last March.

Soviet cultural centres, instead
of acquainting the Egyptian
people with RusSian culture,

they were countered
Mozambican forces.

total sanetions against the gone as far as interfering in
Rhodesian racist regime on Egypt's intenial affairs. The

history and tradition, were
in subversion and ac-

Prime Minister also, denounced
the Soviet Union for breaching
the agreement by illicitly setting
up brandres of the cultural
centres and infiltrating Egypt's
mass orgarfzations and trade
unions. these activities con-tinued eveu though the Egyptian Governmeut had drawn
the Soviet Embassy's attention

to them and their

dangerous

consequences.
AZANTA (SOUTH AFRTCA)

Shom lndependerre for
Bophuthotsvono

Fotrowing Transkei's "in-

dependenge" .last year, Bophuthetswdna, & second "ho!oe-

land for the black people"
thought up by the South
African racist regime, was
granted "independence" on
December

6.

Bophuthatswana in northwest South Africa has an aggregate area of 38,000 square
kilometres comprising six enclayes in three provinces. Most
of its 1.2 million population are
Tswanas"

The so'called "homelands"
arpr in fact, former "native
reserves." Of the more than 26
mil|ign people in South Africa,
whites humber only 4.32 million but own the cities, industrial c€ntres,' mineral resources and fertile lands. The
18.6 million or so black peoPle
are confined to barren tracts of
land euphemistically called
t'reserves"

engaged

"homelahds" or

During the period from May
1976 to May L977, 1,432
Mozambican civilians were
killed, 527 wounded and many
schools, hospitals, shops and

tivities against President Sadat
in repeated violation of the
agreement governing its activities in Egypt. Besides, these
illegal activities were carried
out with the participation of the

adding up to only about 13 Per
cent of the total area of South,

factories were ruined.

Soviet consulates. The Egyptian
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Africa. This policy of

setting

up "homelands" is the continuation and development of the
notorious poticy of apartheid
and racial discrimination.
Pektng Reoiew, No. 5I
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Though granted "independence," Bophuthatswana is still
under the domination of the
racist regime. Through "treaties" and t'agreements," the
Vorster regime has cilntrol of

was one of the main topics of
the conference. Food production in these countries has gone
up annually since the last conference. According to F'AO

Bophrrthatswana's def ence, econ-

produced

omy, foreign and domestic
affairs, Half the memberc of
the Bophuthatswana's Assembly

are appointed by the

regime.

Officials in Bophuthatswana are
trained and 'appointed by the

South African authoiities and
80 per cent of its budget is
financed by Pretoria.

figures, the total amount of. food

in the third

world
countries. exceeded 728 million
tons last year, a 13 per cent
increase over 1974 and a further
risg is expected this year. This
has contributed positively to
raising the degree of self-sufficiency in food of those coun-

tries, reducing their dependence on the superpowers

Bophuthatswana's pseudo-in-' for food supply and enhancing
dependence is strongly opposed their struggle against the superby the Azanian people, the powers using food as a means
Tswanas included. Most to exploit and control them.
Tswanas boycotted the August
The representatives of Korea,
"pre-independence election" and Mexico and other third world
last year students set fire to eountries said that their counthe building of the "legislative tries would continue to give
assembly" ad openly declared full play to the spirit of selftheir opposition to so-called reliance and hard struggle, and
"independence."
stressed. that priority must be
given
to food.production and
Before and after the proefforts
Eust be made to attain
clamation of "independence,"
self-sufficiency
in food, so as to
nationalist organizations . in
ourselves
by our own
"feed
South Africa, the Organization
efforts."
of African Unity, and governments of some African countries
At the November 17 plenary
denounced the Vorster regime session of the 19th conference,
for the Bophuthatswana '|in- Chinese Delegation Ireader
dependence" farce it staged.
Hsiao'Peng stressed that "now
as ever, the speedy development

FAO

of food production in the third

Speedy Development of
Food Production

The 19th Conference
the United Nations Food

of

and

Agriculture Organization (FAO)
held in Rome from November
12 to December I was attended
by representatives oi more than
120 member states and some
international organizations.
How to speed up food production in third'world countries
December 16, 7977

world remains our pressing task.
Although the world food situation has somewhat funproved
rdcently, one.must never forget
what happened during the food
shortage after the 1972 worldwide crop failure. At that time
one superpower snatched up
food supplies right and left, and
the other sullerpowef took advantage of the situation to make

huge profits, all this caused
untold sufferings to food-defi-

cient countries in the thiid
world. It is therefore essential
for the third world countries to
make unremitting efforts to
increase food production and

continuously raise the rate
of self-sufficiency in food. With
food in hand, everything else
will be.easier to do."
BERMUDA

Agoinst'Execution of

Politicol

Prisoners

Even in Bermuda, a playgrdund of the rich in the West,
there is no tranquillity.
In early December, crowds of
black youth have been demon-

strating for days in protest
against the execution of two
black political prisoners by the
qolonial authoritigs.

People in Bermuda repeatedly
demanded clemency for the two

black political prisoners, but

the colonial authorities

ex-

ecuted them on December 2.

This immediately provoked
protest demonstrations by angry
c'rowds. Although local troops
and police were called out to
the protesters, a curfew was imposed and arrests
were made, the wave of protest
continued unabated and troops
had to be rushed in from
Britain on December 4.
Bermuda is an island with a
population of 6tr,oOO in the
Atlantic and lies about 1,000
kilometres southeast of the
Uniied States. It was proclaimed a British colony in 1684
and, since 1968, has had
"internal self-government" with
suppress

Britain stil1 controlling

foreign affairs, defence

its

and

internal security.
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Thr! latter's cement output in
August, September and fuober
almost equalled what the plant
producred in the first seven
months of 1977.

ON THE HOME FRONT
frwelehotoes Neto

Pncdaatlon Sr,eeer,ser

The province's 1977 grain output went up by 15 per cent over
1976; this is 9.2 per cent higher

q OUTHWEST China's Kweit-, chow, one of the provinces
seriously sabotaged by the

than the peak year of

'tgang of four," has completed
its 1977 plan for gross industrial
output 50 days ahead of schedule. It also gathered in a bumper harvest this year.

Its industrial production hit
an all time high this year. The
gross industrial output exceeded
the peak year of 19?5 by 8.2 per
cent. At the same time, the

The Kweiyang Iron and Steel
Kweichow
improvement, production costs
.Cement Plant suffered serious
went down and profits increasinterference and sabotage when
ed.
the "gang of four" were running
Some projects whose building riot. The former failed to fulfil
had started many years ago its production plans in the last
were completed this year. And few years. This year it comconstruction of a nurnber of big pleted its annual plan for outwater conservancy works and put value three months ahead of
chemical plants is proceeding at schedule and began operating
at a profit, instead of a deficit.
a faster pace.

quality of products

showed

19?3.

Statistics from departments con-

Plant and the

cerned show that 87 counties
and cities of the province have
brought about an increase in
grain output. In some of the
counties, per-hectare gfain outfut exceeded six tons. Output
of main industrial crops such
as tobacco, tea and peanut alsg
reached an all time high this
year.

Long lfareh

Sketehes
Bepubltsked.

D
n

ECENTLY a collection of 24
sketches has been iepub-

lished depicting the famous
Long March of the 30s. They
record the life and struggle of
the Red Aimy men who participated in this heroic expedi,tion as well as scenes and people's misfortunes they encountered along the way.
The first is a drawing of the
old hero Lin Po-chu. After the
founding of the People's Republic of China he became Vice-

Chairman of the

At a workshop of
the Kweiyong lron

and Steel Plant.

Standing

Committee of the National People's Congress, a post which he
held until he passed away in
1960. Another pictures fighters

forcing the old Luting Bridge,
made of chains. There are also
sketches depicting the soldiers'

encampment on the marshY
grasslands, their indomitable
spirit. in crossipg the snowclad mountains and their ioyful
30
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descending. One shows a detachment of Red Army guerrillas of Yi nationality.

The collection is noteworthy
not only because it helps people
understand the arduous nature
of the revolution as well as
gain new enthusiasm for it, but
also because of the interesting
story behind its appearance and
republication.

In 1938, under the dark rule
of the Kuomintang government

in

Shanghai, Ah Ying (Chien
Ilsing-tsun, 1900-77, one of the
leaders in our Party's literary
and art movement in Shanghai

in the 30s) opened a bookstore
and edited a monthly to promote progressive cultural work.
One day someone handed him

a bundle of sketches which was

sent by a Long March fighter
from the northwest and had
passed through the hands of
several peopld. The name of the
artist did not appear. Greatly
moved by the drawings and
happy to receive them, Ah Ying
had 2,000 sets of good prints
made for circulation in Shanghai and the antiJapanese base
areas in south China. He had
no opportunity to reprint them
because shortly afterwards his

Luting

bookstore was searched by the
reactionary government authorities and some of the stafl were
arrested.

In 1958, during the big leap
forward in New China, the
book of sketches was discovered

by a reader browsing in

Bri<lge.

now one of China's

seasoned

diplomats.

Another fighter who also took
part in the Long March was so
impressed by the sketches that
he composed a lyric to each one
to express his deep feelings.

the

Peking Library. Adopting his
suggestion, the People's Fine
Arts Publishing House reprinted
the drawings which contain
important historical documentation in the form of art.

A Deputg Cornrnandcr
TYfANG Yu-cheng was origitY naily deputy commander

of the Luan military subarea in
east China's Anhwei Province
After five y"u*., in 1962, the (one of the military subareas
collection was brought out of the provincial military area).
again. Now we know who drew As he grew older he began to
the sketehes - it was Huang suffer from heart disease and
Chen, a young Red Army man high blood pressure. Towards
in charge of propaganda at the the end of 1969 the Party
time of the Long March. He is organization of the military

subarea

decided

that he should
be relieved from
active dutY and
given a leave of
convalescence.

"rrJ {

-'ffx

*,\*4:
.&{!r'4..
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Clossing the rnarshy grasslands.
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A veteran fighter who had joined
the armY in 1938'

he did not look
farward to such
a prospect. He
thought: I'm a
3I

Communist Party member, and
that means I m.ust eontinue to
wsrk hard and devote mY whole

life to the

communist cause.
Though I'm not a dePutY commander in active service, still I
can go on working for the revolution. Therefore he obtained
permission to live in a certain
production team in Luan CountY
where he had once staYed for. a

make the few

another backward production

poor
by increasing collective Pi'bduction and firmly taking the

team.

majority

socialist road is it possible
for the team to bring about a
big change for the better and
for every member to get more
income.

iU.

,

n

n
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China fulfilled its 19?? salt
production plan 110 days aheddl
of schedule. With the growth
of industrial and agricultural
produetion, more and more salt
is being qsed. The workers

i

,r.

t

,f

s

Wang Yu-cheng, together
with
the team's cadres, dis- have made great efforts' to IL-b
period.
cussed overall plans for trans- increase salt output so as to 4
Wang Yu-cheng took Part in forming the hills and harness- meet the needs of our socialist +
the team's collective labour as ing the rivers on,. a'large scale. construction and the peoPle's f
.

a

an ordinary mlmber and won
the respect of the team ledders
and the peasants. The team

in production at
that time. t'why is th;t?" he

was backward

wondered. As part of a careful
investigation, he visited and
chatted with all leaders and
members to find the reason.
He diseovered a few backward
persbns spreading all sorts of
fallacies such as: "To eat, relY

on the collective, but to earn
lrongyr rely on your own efforts,.r' 'rlf you go in for farm

production instead of trading,
where will you get the money
to buy good clothes -for your
daughter when she gets married?" This - induced some
members to .go in for buying
and selling instead of farrn production. This was the basic
reason why the collective did
not thrive.

Wang reported this situation
to the team leaders and together with them did some ideblogical work among the members.
They helped Sorrre mer-nbers of
poor and lower-middle pea.sant
origin understand gradually
that devoting their main efforts
to trade instead of collective
production would encourage
capitalist tendencies, and only

daily life as weII. BY the end of

After surveying the hillY land
and farmland they drew uP
plans for building reservoirs
and for levelling the terrain.
Under the leadership of the
ParW branch of the Production
brigade, he joined the cornmune. members in building
reservoirs and levelling large

the third quarter this Year' f>
six areas (including Tientsin E

Through

industrial outPut and for the =
production of Printed and dYed

tracts of land.

arduous efforts during four
winter-spring periods, theY
buitt five small reservoirs and
levelled off more than 30 hillocks, expanding their cultivated
area considerably.

Since 1071, the team has
aequired a new look. Perhectare grain gut'put has increa$ed steadily, the collective
built up itis accumulation . and
ihe commune members' standard
of living improved. The team

has begun buying machines to
feplace manual labour.

By

1972 thg team eould no
longer be considered backward.
Some persons tfled to persuaile
Wang Yu-cheng to have a good

rest. But he had ,other ideas.
Just like ' smashing enemy
strongholds one by one during
wartime, he displayed the .revolutionary spirit of continuous
fighting and went to work in

and Shantung) turning out

sea

E

rt

Places (in-

,.

annual plans.
o By October 25 north China's
Shihchiachuang city had completed its 19?7 Plans for gross

t

salt and four

cluding Chinghai) Producing *F
lake salt had' fulfilled their *.
fi,

cloth, rolled steel,

motor

vehicles, chemical fertilizer,

sowing machines and 14 other

major ptoducts. ComPared
with the corresPonding 1976
period, its gross industrial
output went up bY

15.1 Per cent,

hitting an all-time high for the
same period, and its 'revenue rose by 16.2 Per cent.

The city's industrial

outPut

value accounts for a large Pro-

portion bf HoPei

Province's

total.

o Situated at 4,040 metres
above sea level, the GYantse
County Experimental Farm in
the Tibet Autonomous Region
gaihered in an average of 836.5
kilogrammes oI winter wheat
per . Ttut, (one-fifteenth of a
hectare) on its 1.32 mu exPerimental plot. This has set a
record of wheat outPut in the
high-altitude and cold areas.
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